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Introduction
Great cities are comprised of successful and healthy neighborhoods. There are, of course, a
multitude of factors that both directly and indirectly influence a neighborhood’s overall health
and success. However, all healthy neighborhoods include a few core characteristics that are
clearly evident; well-maintained homes, active comfortable streets and public spaces, and
residents and business owners with some level of neighborhood pride. Healthy neighborhoods
typically have a clear understanding of who they are and this identity influences people to buy
homes and open businesses. Park Avenue currently lacks many of these key characteristics. It
suffers from decades of disinvestment, high levels of poverty, and low levels of community pride.
This is evident in the data as well as its appearance. However, there is hope. There are pockets of
stable properties for which to build upon. There are successful small businesses that bring people
to the neighborhood and one of Williamsport’s most significant assets - UPMC Susquehanna - is
located here. On top of that there is a group of dedicated stakeholders that want to change Park
Avenue’s trajectory and they have developed a strategy to do it.
This plan presents an overarching strategic approach for the Park Avenue area. It’s important to
note that this plan is intended to help stabilize the Park Avenue area not necessarily revitalize
it. Before the area can experience revitalization, the priorities and action plan herein must be
realized.

A Park Avenue area couple takes pride in their home.
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Our focus area
The Park Avenue study area includes approximately 180 acres, or 0.28 square miles. The area
contains most of the population of Census Tract 4, and thus Census Tract 4 was used for most
of the demographic and economic data that was collected. The study area is bounded by Little
League Blvd to the south, Park Court to the north, Market Street to the east, and Campbell
Street to the west. The area is just north of Williamsport’s downtown district and contains
the UPMC Susquehanna regional hospital and the YMCA. Park Avenue also contains a small
neighborhood park, Flanigan Park, along Little League Blvd and south of the YMCA. The project
area also includes a mix of residential, commercial, and institutional uses. One of Williamsport’s
largest parks, Brandon Park, sits just outside the study area to the northeast and is considered
an important asset, due to its proximity. The map below outlines the study area and identifies
several important geographic locations.
It is important to point out that Park Avenue is not a singular neighborhood, but rather contains
several residential pockets. This plan will use the terms ‘Park Avenue’ and ‘Park Avenue area’ to
refer to the study area, as it is not currently perceived as a neighborhood. One of the goals of
this plan is to encourage stakeholders to begin the process of cultivating an identity.
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Park Avenue must be stabilized
before it can revitalized
Rather than pursue a litany of wish-list projects that may or may not improve
conditions for Park Avenue residents, this plan outlines a strategic approach aimed
at stabilizing a troubled neighborhood. This is decidedly less eye-catching than a
group of expensive proposed redevelopment projects, but the steering committee
felt that prioritizing strategies to stabilize Park Avenue needed to be pursued before
revitalization could be realized. The Park Avenue area has a high rate of poverty, and
has experienced a long period of residential disinvestment. Many blighted properties
have been removed, but this has left behind undeveloped and unimaginative swaths
of vacant space. These existing conditions, among others, showcase an area that
desperately needs to focus on stabilizing. Revitalization cannot occur until conditions
are conducive to healthy levels of investment by homeowners, landlords, and
businesses. This does not mean that eventual revitalization is an impossible task,
but merely that the path to revitalization is long, difficult, and should be traveled
carefully.

How to use this plan
This plan is divided into five sections. Qualitative and quantitative data informed the
first two sections. These data led to the development of sound planning principles
and thoughtful priorities for the future of Park Avenue. The principles and priorities
directly informed the items in a concluding action plan. Each individual item is a
logical descendant of the preceding planning process. In making future development
decisions, Park Avenue leaders should adhere to the identified planning principles
with a certain level of rigidity. In the short-term, new projects should relate to one of
the five Park Avenue priorities, and should fit companionably alongside other items in
the action plan. Park Avenue priorities will likely shift or change as stabilization and
revitalization are pursued.
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Our process
The planning process was divided into three phases, shown on the graphic below.
The first phase focused on data collection to understand the existing conditions and
key issues for Park Avenue. Public and stakeholder engagement were the focus of
the second phase, although input was sought from community members and leaders
throughout the planning process. The third phase combined all data and input to
establish a strategic approach and action plan for the stabilization of Park Avenue.

Steering Committee
A steering committee was created to guide planning efforts for Park Avenue. The
committee represented diverse interests and institutions from the community. The
steering committee met several times throughout the planning process and also
supported and participated in public and stakeholder outreach.

Phase 3: How do we get there?
Combine collected data and input to
establish planning principles and identify
priorities and recommended actions

Phase 1: Where are we now?
Existing conditions, stakeholder interviews,
steering committee meetings, and a survey
of all residential properties

Project Kickoﬀ

Data Collection

Stakeholder Meetings

Stakeholder Meetings

Draft Plan

Final Plan
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Field Survey

First Public Meeting

Second Public Meeting
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Phase 2: Where do we want to go?
First public meeting - input on Park
Avenue challenges, opportunities,
assets, and the identiﬁcation of ‘One
Big Thing’ that each of them would
change
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Planning & Econom
What forces are shaping the
Park Avenue area today – how
are they likely to influence the
future?

Park Avenue trends & conditions
The following section contains a bevy of quantitative and qualitative data that
helped shape and impact the development of the Park Avenue plan. The intent of
this section is not to provide an expansive catalogue of data, but rather to convey
key conditions and trends that inform the stabilization strategies contained later.
The Park Avenue steering committee reviewed and analyzed this key data
concerning the area’s current conditions and its recent past. The Park Avenue Plan
considered and responded to data trends and conditions, such as existing land
use and zoning, transportation infrastructure, demographics, housing, and market
conditions.
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mic Context

So why a plan?
A plan for Park Avenue was completed
in 2007. It capped a year-long process
aimed at revitalization for the area.
Park Avenue Neighborhood Project
During that planning process, the City
The Heart and Soul of Williamsport
identified residents and community
leaders to comprise a steering
committee and developed strategies
to address many of the Park Avenue
issues. Unfortunately, many of the
ideas and objectives from the 2007
SEDA Council of Governments
plan were largely unsuccessful and did
Community Resource Center
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania
not reach implementation. Committee
members that were involved in that
process agree that the reason the 2007
plan did not move forward was due in
large part to the lack of people willing or able to see it through to implementation. It simply lacked
champions.
So, what is different about this plan? The steering committee for this plan prioritized the
establishment of a coalition of community leaders and stakeholders to pursue implementation and
ensure that efforts to stabilize and revitalize Park Avenue are not forgotten. The City as well as UPMC
and other local stakeholders all are committed to playing a role in implementation.

Section 2 | Planning & Economic Context
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What is Park Avenue?
If you were to approach several people living within the boundary of the Park Avenue area and ask
them to identify the neighborhood they live in, you would likely get several different answers. If
the neighborhood cannot be consistently identified by name by its own residents, then how could
it be considered a neighborhood? As discussed earlier, Park Avenue is referred to as an “area”
throughout this plan. This is not intended to indicate that developing a neighborhood identity is
impossible, but rather to establish that a branding initiative must occur before a distinct identity
can take shape for Park Avenue.
Several reasons explain why Park Avenue does not seem to have an identity. For starters, Park
Avenue has long been absent a neighborhood organization or core group of homeowners willing
to fight for the area. Without engaged leaders and community members, the development of Park
Avenue has gone unchallenged and unquestioned for decades. In addition, most properties are
rental, which in areas with high levels of property like Park Avenue typically means that people are
transient. Transient people don’t put down roots and roots are important for stability.
The amount of vacant land in Park Avenue also makes it difficult to stitch together a cohesive
neighborhood identity. The recent removal of blight has been beneficial but the vacant land
contributes nothing to a sense of identity. Vacant lots in neighborhoods are like missing teeth
and leave an impression that a property or a street is work in progress or not worth investing in.
It’s difficult to foster face-to-face interactions among residents when there are significant gaps in
the development fabric. Neighborly interactions are crucial to cultivating a strong neighborhood
identity because they help convey the types of people that live and work in a neighborhood.
The hospital owns about 40 acres of land in the area, which accounts for approximately 30% of
the study area’s acreage. For this and other reasons, it may make sense to brand Park Avenue as
a ‘hospital or healthcare district.’ As a district, Park Avenue would emphasize uses that would be
ancillary or complementary to UPMC Susquehanna. A district such as this should still adhere to
traditional neighborhood design, with particular attention given to pedestrian-level facilities and an
inviting streetscape. Promoting more mixing of uses including ancillary or complementary hospital
uses could help create more cohesion in the area and cultivate an identity for Park Avenue.

Congress for the New Urbanism
Neighborhoods & Districts
The Congress for New Urbanism explains that neighborhoods “should be compact, pedestrian-friendly,
and mixed-use” and “form identifiable areas that encourage citizens to take responsibility for their
maintenance and evolution.”
Districts, on the other hand, “emphasize a special single use” and should strive to adhere to traditional
neighborhood design wherever practicable.
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What steps can Park Avenue take to
cultivate an identity?
• Strive to make and keep
streets and public rightsof-ways beautiful and
pedestrian-friendly
• Develop urban design
standards to guide future
development
• Leverage proximity to
UPMC, downtown, the
Colleges, and the parks
• Identify and promote a
consistent neighborhood
name and/or message
through noticeable signage
• Continue to include
Park Avenue people and
institutions in decisionmaking coalitions
• Encourage the mixing of
uses that includes quality
housing along with space
for commercial/retail

Section 2 | Planning & Economic Context
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Land use and zoning do not align
Most of the land within the Park Avenue area is residential, ranging from single-family homes to
multifamily homes and apartment housing. Zoning dictates that most of the residential land in Park
Avenue should be R3, which is multifamily. However, the vast majority of residential properties in
the area are single family homes. Inconsistencies and misalignments like this can present difficulties
to interested developers, existing property owners, and code enforcement officials.
There are several streets with commercial activity, notably in the southeast portion of the study
area. The majority of the commercial properties in the study area are located in the triangular area
bounded by Market Street, Hepburn Street, and Little League Boulevard. A mixture of commercial
storage properties and warehouses populate the area east of Hepburn Street in the southern
portion of the study area. Some light industrial properties are located further west along Scoville
Place and Park Avenue. Williamsport should consider changing the designation of this area to a
mixed use district, including commercial, office space, upper floor residential, and light industrial.
It’s difficult to look at existing land uses without considering the hospital and its effects on the
study area. The northwest corner of the Park Avenue area contains the hospital’s main structure,
some accessory buildings (including a family practice and a childcare center), and a plethora of
parking lots. Currently, the hospital is using roughly 30 acres which equates to just under ¼ of the
study area. The hospital also owns a number of additional parcels that are currently vacant, and
this land should develop in a way that improves and benefits the neighborhood. This could include
mixed use development, pedestrian-level street treatments, design standards, and other similar
tools.
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There are five existing zoning districts in the Park Avenue neighborhood area. The
following are the names and brief descriptions of each district, with some subsequent
analysis. Descriptions were written based on the Williamsport Zoning Code, which was
last updated in 2003.
•

R2 (Single Family Residential) – This district is primarily for single family attached
homes with small lot areas, but does include some single family detached homes.

•

R3 (Multifamily Residential) – This district is primarily used for multifamily homes
on small lots, but does permit single family attached homes, single family detached
homes, two family homes, and certain related residential and accessory uses.

•

CC (Commercial District) – This district is defined as “essentially the same as the
Commercial CBD District.” This allows for retail commercial with an emphasis on
large-scale and specialized stores.

•

INST (Institutional District) – This district is defined as residential in character, but
is primarily for institutional and office uses. INST also permits commercial activities
that have “limited contact with the general public.”

•

ML (Light Industrial) – This district is primarily for light industrial uses and
warehousing.

Several recommended actions concerning zoning are detailed in the final section of this
plan.
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Nearly 20% of the Park Avenue area
parcels are vacant
The Park Avenue area has experienced significant physical changes in recent years.
UPMC Susquehanna has played a role in the removal of many blighted residential
properties, which has left several vacant holes in the built environment. This presents
Park Avenue with an opportunity to redevelop and reshape as demand increases over
time.
The map below shows vacant properties and land within the study area boundaries.
There are 140 vacant parcels and 14 acres of vacant land in the study area, which
accounts for about 20% of total parcels and 10% of total acres. The largest cluster of
vacant land includes parcels along Walnut Street and High Street in close proximity
to the hospital. Many of these parcels are also owned by the hospital and have the
potential to be redeveloped and re-envisioned in a way that could help stabilize the area.
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Park Avenue has a higher
percentage of renter-occupied
residential properties than the rest
of the city
American Community Survey (ACS) estimates indicate that greater than 70% of
residential structures in the area are rental properties, although this does include
many properties not in the study area in other parts of Census Tract 4. The map below
indicates all residential properties. These properties are separated into two groups,
those that are probably absentee-owned and thus occupied by renters and those that
are likely owner-occupied. Absentee-owned properties were determined using existing
address data, surmising that a property was likely to be a rental when the owner’s
address did not match the actual property address.
Greater than 71% of residential properties are likely absentee-owned and thus occupied
by renters.
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Alternate modes of travel should be
pursued
The accompanying transportation map shows RVT bus routes that run through Park
Avenue. Six existing routes make stops at UPMC Susquehanna, and other routes stop
at Center and Memorial and the Market Street entrance to Brandon Park. Other stops
outside of the study area, including the Downtown Transit Centre and the stop at
Wegmans, are also included on the map. Recent street projects have been completed
on High Street and Walnut Street, and there are planned street projects for Park
Avenue and Little League Boulevard that will take place in the near future. There are
several other residential streets that are in need of street improvements, including but
not limited to sidewalk repair, street trees, and lighting. These improvements should
coincide with other targeted programs and initiatives to best leverage dollars spent.
There are no bicycle facilities in the area, although many Park Avenue residents do not
own or have access to a vehicle. Park Avenue also has a high population of people living
in poverty, and impoverished people tend to rely more heavily on alternate modes of
travel that are more affordable. For these reasons, future consideration should be given
to promoting other modes of transportation including bicycling, walking, and transit use
in Park Avenue.
In addition to bicycle and pedestrian facilities, there has been support in the past to
develop a trail that connects UPMC Susquehanna with UPMC in Sunbury.
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There is potential for more mixed
use in Park Avenue
Businesses in the area include Rite Aid, State Farm, Boost Mobile, Phil Noviello’s Auto
Repair, and several others. Most of the businesses in Park Avenue are just north of Little
League Boulevard and west of Market Street, and are adjacent to downtown’s business
district. This portion of Park Avenue has included commercial locations for decades,
and one business owner remarked that he’d been in operation for 37 years. There
already exists multiple uses in this corner of the study area, potentially making it a good
candidate for a future mixed use node. A new restaurant is set to open at the corner of
Walnut Street and Park Avenue, which is important because this location has been a
gathering place for the neighborhood in past years and iterations.
There is also potential for medical office space and additional commercial development
in a mixed-use node in close proximity to UPMC Susquehanna. Park Avenue committee
members have identified the area of Walnut Street and High Street as desirable location
mixed use development.

UPMC provides more than 1/3 of
Park Avenue area jobs.
Total Jobs: 1,270
Jobs located in Census Tract 4 has
decreased slightly since 2010. Most
of these jobs are in professional
services, information, ﬁnance and
insurance, and healthcare

Healthcare: 34%
The share of healthcare jobs is one
of the highest in the tract, due to
the presence of the hospital. This
share has slightly increased over the
years.
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Demographic Snapshot
Population
The population for Park Avenue is about

4,116

14%

2016 Population
Park Avenue

of the total population of Williamsport. This
population has a lower median income than the
rest of the city, and a much lower percentage of

29,180

people holding a bachelor’s degree or higher.

Median Income

2016 Population
City of Williamsport

Educational Attainment

Park Avenue adults are not
as educated as the rest of the
city.
$22,195
Park Avenue

$35,872
Williamsport

9.8% of Park Avenue adults hold an

bachelor’s degree or higher compared to
16.5% citywide.

Source: Census Bureau data.

Percent Poverty

Park Avenue has the
highest concentration
of poverty in the City.
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Williamsport

Diversity

Park Avenue is more diverse
than the city as a whole.
Park Avenue has the highest population
of black or African American residents
in the City of Williamsport at

Park Avenue

47.3%

41.4%

41%,

and also has a higher percentage of
people of other races than the rest of the

80.1%

Williamsport

14.0%

city according to American Community
0%

Survey Estimates (2012-2016).

20%
White

40%
African
American

60%

80%

Some
Other Race

100%
Two or
More Races

Mobility

Park Avenue is less mobile than
the rest of the City.
18.3%
26.9%

41.9%

45.4%

39.8%

No vehicles

27.8%

1 vehicle

2 or more vehicles

37% of people in Park Avenue live in no-vehicle households, which is much higher than the overall city
percentage of 8%. This is further evidence for pursuing the development of bicycle and pedestrian connections
through the Park Avenue area.
Section 2 | Planning & Economic Context
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Park Avenue has many assets
The term ‘community assets’ can include many different things, including longtime neighborhood residents, places of worship, old and historic buildings and
structures. Park Avenue certainly has many important residents and places of
worship that can contribute to the future identity of the area, but this section
will largely focus on existing institutions within Park Avenue and important
resources that are adjacent to the study area. Cities can benefit greatly from
strong institutions. They can anchor communities as job centers, community or
civic centers, and sources of recreation or programming. One principle of this plan,
further outlined in Chapter 4, is to protect and leverage some of these existing
community assets, particularly the hospital and the YMCA.
The YMCA is one of the anchor institutions for Park Avenue, and provides
residents with a litany of recreation programs and activities. It especially focuses
on providing activities and opportunities for at-risk populations in their immediate
surroundings, placing an emphasis on youth and teen engagement with the
hope that they feel comfortable coming to the YMCA on a regular basis. It would
behoove community leaders to pursue additional support and assistance from the
YMCA with the ultimate goal of revitalizing the Park Avenue area.

The Y is a community asset that brings people to the Park Avenue area from all parts of the City.
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The hospital supports and embraces anything that will better the health of the
local community, especially considering its expected growth in future years. For
this reason, UPMC Susquehanna is invested stakeholder for Park Avenue. The
hospital hires more than 30 doctors, 30 physician’s assistants, and over 150 nurse
practitioners yearly. In addition, the hospital’s campus is growing; with a new
trauma center forthcoming in the next few years. Due to the consistent influx of
new young professionals and an impending increase in hospital structures, there
is a real need for both short-term and long-term housing options that cater to
hospital staff.
Young professionals working at the hospital have expressed interest in living
closer to the hospital in walkable, bikeable neighborhoods that are nearer to
amenities. Park Avenue would be an ideal area that encompasses all of these
aspects, especially with its proximity to Williamsport’s downtown.
Park Avenue, as its namesake would imply, is located near several city parks and
also has near other green and open space. Flanigan Park is located just within
the study area south of the Y and along Little League Boulevard. This park has
basketball courts, tennis courts, a baseball field, and a playground and also
contains the Firetree Community Center. It is an important asset for the existing
youth population in Park Avenue and should be protected.

UPMC has made significant investments in recent years and more is planned.
Section 2 | Planning & Economic Context
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Brandon Park is the city’s largest park and it services Park Avenue as well as many
surrounding neighborhoods. Despite its close, and walkable, proximity to Park Avenue,
Brandon Park seems to be underutilized by current residents within the area. It has a
wide array of both passive and active recreation features, and is a historic park that adds
to the quality of life for nearby residents. Park Avenue should improve accessibility to
the park, and eventually be able to leverage it to attract future residents to the area.
Williamsport’s downtown business district is on the rise, and Park Avenue should view
downtown growth and development as a key asset to both attracting new residents
and improving the quality of life for existing residents. Restaurants, breweries, coffee
shops, and other popular locations for shopping and entertainment line both sides of W
4th Street and W 3rd Street, and fresh life and vitality is being breathed into the city’s
downtown. The center of the Park Avenue study area is within a 10 minute walk of W
4th Street, but there do not appear to be many pedestrians using existing connections
to reach downtown. The physical connections to downtown should be strengthened to
make a walk from Park Avenue to W 4th Street feel comfortable, interesting, and safe,
and in a way that is obvious. Downtown should feel as though it is a stone’s throw from
Park Avenue, rather than feeling distant and inaccessible.
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Project Area

Lycoming College is located east of Park Avenue and the edge of its campus is a 10
minute walk from the center of the Park Avenue area. Both the college and the Park
Avenue area could benefit from a strengthened relationship. Lycoming College is
expanding civic and volunteer engagements for their incoming students, and these
efforts could be particularly meaningful to a impoverished area such as Park Avenue. The
college has also expressed interest in supporting Park Avenue stabilization efforts, and
would consider financial incentives to encourage members of its staff and faculty to live
in the area. This would provide another potential group from which Park Avenue could
pursue residential growth.
Penn College is another asset to Park Avenue, though not especially for its location
or proximity. Penn College has a particularly strong working relationship with UPMC
Susquehanna, utilizing the hospital for clinical rotations for the college’s nursing
program. If quality market-rate housing was available in Park Avenue, the college may
be willing to assist developers in targeting their healthcare students. The connection
between the UPMC Susquehanna and Penn College should be bolstered, especially
when considering future residential development in and around the hospital.

Brandon Park is a tremendous local asset within walking distance of the Park Avenue area (Photo by: Lycoming XC Twitter page.
Section 2 | Planning & Economic Context
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Economic Context
By definition, having or setting a ‘neighborhood revitalization’ ambition implies that
there is lost or diminishing vitality that a community seeks to recover. It also implies
that there is something problematic about an existing property market or economy –
that it is functioning in a way that is not resulting in healthy and sustainable levels of
investment and reinvestment by property owners, leading to declining conditions and
confidence.
Understanding exactly what is problematic about existing market conditions is
important. Neighborhood revitalization strategies may all have the same general aim
– to turn a specific geography that is underperforming into one where investments
are made and returns are generated – but to be effective they need to specifically
address the conditions at hand. The right way to intervene in a neighborhood of
1960s ranches where older homeowners are holding back on property upgrades
and selling to absentee owners will (or should) be quite different than interventions
aimed at a distressed city neighborhood with a mixture of housing and household
types.
For the Park Avenue Target Area in Williamsport, analysis of the market and its
overall economic context reveals three general characteristics that both influence
how the market functions today and should influence the development of a
revitalization strategy.

There are pockets of well-maintained homes in Park Avenue, including the Rural Avenue homes pictured above.
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Regional economic need is highly
concentrated in the study area
Park Avenue has one of the highest poverty rates in Williamsport. At just over 40% in 2016, the
rate is 1.5 times higher than the city’s rate and nearly three times higher than the rate for Lycoming
County. This has the following implications for neighborhood revitalization in Williamsport and the
target area:
•

First, the target area is not located within a high-poverty region. In fact, poverty in Lycoming
County is a bit lower than the national average. This means that high rates of poverty within the
City of Williamsport – and the target area especially – is a consequence of housing demand and
need being unevenly distributed, with disproportionate impacts. In other words, households with
an ability to pay for housing in Williamsport and the target area (and who constitute demand
for housing) are choosing locations elsewhere in the county, while those with limited ability to
pay for housing (and who represent need rather than demand) tend to have few options besides
the target area and other similarly low-priced neighborhoods where low demand equates to
lower costs of entry. In short, demand exists in the region and can potentially be tapped to
improve investment in city markets, but only if efforts are made to enable inner Williamsport
neighborhoods to better compete for demand that is currently bypassing them.

•

Second, the current income profile of the target area – with a median household income of
$22,195 (which is 62% of the city’s median and 46% of the county’s) – illustrates that a majority
of households in the neighborhood have very limited discretionary income. Their ability to
support retail activity is very limited, as is their capacity to pay for housing. This means (1) that
any aspirations for additional retail or commercial activity would have to rely to a large extent
on non-residents of the target area, (2) that any housing strategies aimed at stimulating stronger
levels of investment by existing property owners are likely to have less impact here than in
neighborhoods with more moderate incomes, and (3) that public and institutional dollars, due to
limited private demand, will need to lead efforts to improve market conditions rather than playing
an assisting role.
Lycoming
County

City of
Williamsport

Park Avenue

Poverty Rate

14.4%

27.5%

40.8%

Median Household
Income

$48,741

$35,872

$22,195

Households
making under
$20,000

18.5%

26.4%

45.9%

Source: American Community Survey Estimates, 2012-2016
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Park Avenue has
three distinct housing types
This broad observation about the concentration of economic need and its implications for
revitalization must be paired, however, with recognition that there are distinct housing types and
ownership situations in the target area that each have their own influence on market conditions and
investment potential. The three housing types and ownership situations are detailed below.

Owner-Occupied Housing
Owner-occupied housing represents the majority of privately-owned residential structures in the
neighborhood despite the predominance of rental units. And owner-occupants in the neighborhood
have median incomes that – while noticeably lower than the median incomes of owners in the rest
of the city and county – are above $40,000 and far exceed renter incomes. In fact, the median
homeowning household in Park Avenue has the capacity to afford almost $1,100 per month in
housing costs (using 30% of income as the standard for housing affordability).
Census data indicate that for homeowners without a mortgage (or 40% of owners), median monthly
housing costs are $443 and that capacity may exist for greater levels of home investment and
maintenance by many of these households. For them, reinvestment may be more of a “willingness”
issue than an “ability” issue. For the 60% of owners who have a mortgage, however, median monthly
housing costs are $1,306 – an indication that many of these households may be struggling to make
monthly payments and set aside sufficient resources for home maintenance and improvements.
While owner-occupants in the target area are in a better financial position than renters income-wise
and control the majority of residential properties, many appear to be in a precarious position when it
comes to their ability to contribute financially to reinvestment in their homes and the neighborhood
at large. This means that any effective strategy to boost homeowner investment must have tools to
treat both ‘willingness’ and ‘ability’ problems among homeowners, since both are present.
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Public Housing
The Lycoming Housing Authority owns and manages four complexes with approximately 200 units
within or immediately adjacent to the target area (representing an estimated 20% of rental stock
in Census Tract 4 and one-third of rental stock in the target area). As income-qualified housing
units – many of which are also age-qualified – these influence the socioeconomic profile of the
neighborhood and have for decades.
It is worth noting that in addition to being the neighborhood’s largest landlord, the LHA is also a
good landlord, with high ratings for facility maintenance from HUD and significant recent capital
investments that set a high bar for rental property management in Williamsport. Rather than posing
issues of blight and disorder, the LHA’s properties have a positive influence on neighborhood
conditions – something that can be sustained by keeping up with capital investments and
maintenance.

Rental Housing
Inclusive of LHA apartments, rentals account for 74% of housing units in Census Tract 4. Within the
target area, parcel-level analysis of non-public residential structures shows that 61% (or 223) are
assessed as single-family homes, 35% (or 126) are duplexes, and the remaining 4% (or 14 structures)
have more than two units. Across these properties, 57% are estimated to be occupied by the owner
and 43% are absentee-owned. In other words, rentals account for the majority of housing units in
the target area but not a majority of private residential structures.
Due in part to the influence of the LHA facilities, Park Avenue renter incomes – with a median of
$15,208 – are significantly lower than renter incomes in the rest of the city and county and only
one-third the median income of the Census Tract’s homeowning households. Renters make less
income than homeowners throughout the region, but this dichotomy is especially pronounced in
the target area. And despite the presence of LHA and the assistance it provides to many households
(via housing units or vouchers), Census data suggest that 52% of renters in Census Tract 4 pay more
than 30% of their income each month on housing and qualify as housing cost burdened – another
indication that economic need, especially among renters, has been disproportionately concentrated
in the neighborhood.
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Disinvestment in the building
stock is pervasive
A survey of residential property conditions in the target area in April 2018 used a 5-point
scale to rate property exteriors on levels of apparent investment and disinvestment.
The survey revealed that 32% of structures show signs of moderate to severe distress
(scoring 4 or 5) while 30% show signs of healthy levels of upkeep (scoring 1 or 2). At the
same time, 38% were rated as ‘average’, although half of these properties were judged to
be deteriorating and more likely than not to decline and show distress in coming years.

Field Survey Scoring Scale
VERY
HEALTHY
SCORE

1

VERY
UNHEALTHY

2

3

5

Best in class;

Modest

Good, solid home

Troubled

Blighted property

ready to sell;

investment

but tired and

property with

with high risk of

top of the

needed for

needing upgrades

significant issues

abandonment

Williamsport

property to

and trending

market

move into the

downward; still

“best in class”

recoverable

category
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Field Survey Condition Map
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The resulting portrait of residential property conditions in the target area is one of pervasive
disinvestment where properties showing some level of distress can be found on nearly every block.
This is important because it means that the one-third of properties that show clear signs of pride and
healthy upkeep are almost always close to distressed properties that send discouraging signals to
current owners (to not reinvest as they might like to) or good potential buyers (to not risk buying in
such an unstable environment).
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Where are the healthiest properties
located?
That being said, there are discernible pockets of properties that are being well-maintained –
especially in the northeastern corner along Rural Avenue, between Market and Hepburn, and
around the corner of Park and Walnut. It is these properties – the better maintained ones – that
constitute the place where any intervention should start. Successful revitalization almost never
is a result of a fixation on problems and a strategy to remove a neighborhood’s shortcomings.
Rather, the best bang for Williamsport’s buck will be to start where vitality – in any number of
forms – is already rooted.
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A notable, and perhaps surprising, characteristic of property conditions in the target area is
that there is little difference between levels of investment and maintenance to owner-occupied
properties versus absentee-owned rental properties. Even though owner-occupied properties
have sold, on average, for 20% more than absentee-owned properties since 2010 and have an
average assessed value that is 10% greater, they scored only slightly better than absentee-owned
properties in the April 2018 survey. This may be a reflection of owner-occupants with limited
capacity to invest in maintenance (due to income and/or monthly mortgage costs) as well as
Williamsport’s relatively buoyant rental market.
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Number of Sales

Average Sale
Price

Average
Assessed Value

Owner-Occupied

33

$72,391

$64,403

Absentee-Owned

85

$61,226

$58,748

Total

118

$64,348

$60,329

Owner Type

Owner Type

Average Field
Survey Score

Surveys

Owner-Occupied

2.95

208

Absentee-Owned

3.06

155

Total

3.01

363

Building Style

Average Field
Survey Score

Surveys

Single-family
Residential

2.97

223

Duplex

3.08

126

Low-rise Multifamily

3.07

14

Source: American Community Survey Estimates, 2012-2016

It is notable, also, that property values and sale prices in the target area – when viewed
through the lens of nearby urban centers with similar industrial histories – are more reflective
of stable middle-market neighborhoods than a neighborhood with high rates of poverty and
property distress. The same can be said of the Williamsport home market in general, where
the median home value in 2016 ($99,900) was much greater than median values in Elmira
($70,300), Binghamton ($87,500), or Wilkes-Barre ($76,700) – presumably due, in large part, to
the influence of the energy sector on housing demand since the mid-2000s. At the same time,
Williamsport home values are just 70% of home values countywide – so, prices outperform
Williamsport’s urban peers but remain well behind countywide levels.
For the target area, these pricing levels may be a double-edged sword: providing an incentive for
reinvestment by property owners who sense a reasonable expectation of return on investment
(or better than the expectation in neighborhoods of similar condition in peer cities) while at the
same time stretching the capacity of lower-income homeowners (for whom the target area is one
of the few accessible markets in the region) to both cover monthly payments and maintain older
homes.
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Park Avenue’s location and
adjacent assets require a
careful balancing of competing
investment aims
The Park Avenue Target Area occupies a strategically important location within the City of
Williamsport. It encompasses the UPMC Susquehanna campus – a regional health care hub that
draws large numbers of employees and patients to the target area and the city daily. It’s immediately
adjacent to Brandon Park – a charming and historic recreational asset – and stable neighborhoods
that surround both the park and Lycoming College. And, it borders a downtown that has improved
considerably in recent years and holds tremendous potential to be a truly great small city downtown.
In short, several assets that are critical to Williamsport’s economic competitiveness – its ability to
convince households and businesses who have plenty of options to choose Williamsport – are right
next to the target area. Consequently, the condition of the target area has an influence on how these
assets function and how they are perceived by the wider market. Improving the target area, therefore,
has significant strategic value to the city in addition to being critical to the quality of life of both
renters and homeowners who currently live there.
How to go about improving the target area is the key question. The unevenness of regional housing
demand and economic need noted under Observation #1 suggests that competing for a fairer share
of the region’s moderate and higher income households is a fundamental element of strengthening
city finances, boosting levels of housing investment, and supplying the discretionary income needed
to realize aspirations for continued revitalization in downtown and along commercial corridors.

Williamsport’s downtown has improved greatly in recent years, and is within walking distance of Park Avenue.
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Fair Share Gap
To that end, and in light of limited resources, boosting the appeal and marketability of already
stable and healthy neighborhoods, as well as building downtown’s inventory of market-rate
residential options, are general strategies that stand the best chance of helping the city capture
a fairer share of regional housing demand. (As the table below demonstrates, the city would have
1,600 more households making over $50,000 if its share of those households in the region simply
reflected the city’s overall share (24%) of households in Lycoming County).

Lycoming County

City of
Williamsport

Gap Between Fair Share and
Actual Share

Owners making
$50,000-$99,999

12,257

1,863

-1,017

Owners making
$100,000 or more

6,487

925

-599

-

-

-1,616

Total Gap

Source: American Community Survey Estimates, 2012-2016

In the near-term, the housing stock in the Park Avenue Target Area is unlikely to compete for the
attention of these households given the presence of stronger options nearby and in other parts of
the city that have lower perceived risks and more marketable stocks. Further, any regional housing
demand that is channeled in the direction of the target area is demand that could have a higher net
impact if channeled to other areas of the city where market conditions are stronger but still in need
of stimulation to make strong levels of investment self-sustaining.
Rather than positioning the target area to compete for new households, current market and
housing stock conditions suggest that a focus on stabilizing existing housing conditions – by
removing the most blighted properties and using a combination of carrots and sticks to elevate
the condition of remaining properties – has a higher probably of succeeding than full market
revitalization while simultaneously and indirectly supporting the improvement of downtown,
Brandon Park, and other areas. The same can be said of the target area’s income-qualified
affordable housing stock: maintaining a focus on maintenance and preservation without expanding
the stock and further concentrating already high levels of poverty is a worthy outcome to seek for
both the target area and the city.
A period of stabilization in the target area resulting in improved housing conditions and ownership
stability, paired with the strengthening of surrounding markets to allow Williamsport to more
effectively compete in the regional housing market, has the potential to open up opportunities for
fuller revitalization in the longer-term for Park Avenue.
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Community Engagement
To further evaluate existing conditions beyond quantitative data from the US Census and other
sources, the Park Avenue steering committee undertook the following public engagement activities:
•

Interviews with key community stakeholders located within and near the study area;

•

Interviews with realtors and developers regarding market conditions and trends; and

•

Two public meetings to derive valuable input and evaluate collected data and ideas for the plan.

The following comments represent key challenges, opportunities, and assets that were identified by
community residents at the first public open house, held in September 2018. People were also asked
to write ‘one big thing’ that they think is most important.

“We want a
better life for all
people living in
Park Avenue.”

“Park Avenue
needs an
identity.”
“We need
more
UNITY.”

“Young people
need places to
live.”
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“Less talk.
More action.”

Below are some of the key comments from stakeholders including UPMC Susquehanna, the YMCA,
the Antioch Baptist Church, the Center for Independent Living, Lycoming College, Penn College, City
and County planning officials, other City staff members, and various community leaders and local
businesses.

“Take down
the fences on
Little League
Boulevard”

“Connect Park
Avenue to
downtown.”

“The city needs an
overarching vision
and strategic
plan for its
neighborhoods.”

“There is a market for
townhomes and mixed use.”

Section 2 | Planning & Economic Context
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Challenges to Succes
What key challenges will
we face as we move to
implementation?
There is evident frustration that this plan follows the 2007 planning process for the Park
Avenue neighborhood that did not result in full-fledged revitalization. While certain noteworthy
improvements were made in recent years – including the new YMCA and demolition of some
blighted housing stock – there is not a prevailing sense of momentum and expanding confidence.
Any apparent lack of progress is not due to misunderstandings about the neighborhood’s
challenges and opportunities. Those are generally as well known today as they were ten years ago.
Instead, what has been missing are some vital components of neighborhood plan implementation
in the Park Avenue area specifically and in the City of Williamsport more generally. Therefore,
successful implementation of this plan will require a parallel process of filling some important gaps
in both the Park Avenue area and citywide.

Challenge 1: Absence of Citywide
Neighborhood and Housing Market Strategy
Williamsport has had one of Pennsylvania’s more active and dynamic housing markets over the
past decade, but the City and its partners lack useful information about market trends and how
they are shaping neighborhood change. Also absent is a citywide neighborhood revitalization
framework that identifies the problems to solve in different markets, lays out the policy toolkit
best suited to addressing those problems, or aids in prioritizing the use of limited resources.
Without a citywide framework for neighborhood planning and housing strategy, every individual
neighborhood plan – including this one – is developed in a vacuum and is hard to incorporate into
policy agendas or the operating structures of city departments.

What to Do About It:
Replicate the analytical methods used in this plan at the citywide level to develop
a clear set of housing goals and an overarching framework for neighborhood
planning and investment.
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Challenge 2: Limited Sense of Neighborhood
Identity for Branding and Marketing
Closely related to Challenge 1 is the very limited way that neighborhoods in Williamsport
are currently branded and marketed to housing consumers, or the extent to which
neighborhood leadership is cultivated to rally grassroots involvement in neighborhood
management and advocacy. These are clearly lacking in the Park Avenue neighborhood,
which itself is a poorly defined and understood cultural geography.

What to Do About It:
As part of a citywide framework for neighborhood planning and housing strategy,
work with residents to define and develop neighborhood identities and brands both
for the purposes of internal goal-setting and management (by residents and city
staff) and for marketing city neighborhoods as distinct places with clear aspirations
to prospective homebuyers.

Section 3 | Challenges to Success
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Challenge 3: Limited Mechanisms for Implementing
Programs and Strategy
It’s one thing to list a state-funded housing program on a website or in a plan. It’s another
thing entirely to sell the program, recruit participants, and guide homeowners through the
paperwork. This is a critical element that dooms most neighborhood plans to life on a shelf –
not having accountable parties identified and in place to do the work required. The absence
of a single obvious implementation leader within the Park Avenue neighborhood means that a
well-coordinated implementation team – whose members have decided to dedicate energy and
resources to Park Avenue – will be needed for any action to take place.

What to Do About It:
Begin formation of an implementation coalition or task force. See the strategy
framework in this document for likely contributors. To make the most of limited
commitments from various task force members, focus on specific areas to rally
collective skillsets and resources.

Challenge 4: Expectations Not Aligned with
Market Conditions
As with an individual recovering from a knee injury or a heart attack, walking before running
is important in neighborhood lifecycle management. This requires patience and commitment.
If revitalization is expected to occur before a market is in a position to achieve vitality,
disillusionment and frustration set in and the long-term commitment to implementation can
fall apart. Setting the right expectations is important for Park Avenue, where walking before
running means achieving stability with an eye towards revitalization – and recognizing that
revitalization cannot occur until conditions are conducive to healthy levels of investment by
homeowners, landlords, and businesses.

What to Do About It:
First achieve stability, which typically happens when supply and demand are in
balance and households moving in are at least as strong as those leaving. Then aim for
vitality, which is where home equity is achieved as demand outpaces supply enough
for value appreciation rates to outperform inflation.
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How will you know when it’s time to
move into revitalization?
Current conditions, under which
stabilization is a necessary precursor
to revitalization:

Conditions under which stability will
have been achieved and the focus
should shift to revitalization:

Housing Unit Vacancy Rate 20%

Housing Unit Vacancy Rate 10-12% (revitalized neighborhood
will be close to 5%)

Change in median home value,
2010-2016, adjusted for
inflation - +4.7%

Change in median home value
continues to grow and consistently
outperforms inflation

Poverty Rate - 40.8%

Poverty Rate begins to drop
consistently and approaches city
average - 27.5%

Proportion of residential
structures showing visible signs
of pride and investment - 30%

Proportion of residential
structures showing visible signs of
pride grows - 40%

Section 3 | Challenges to Success
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Principles
Planning and Decision-making
Principles in Support of Stabilization
Protect and
Strengthen Assets

37

We Must Improve
Our Quality of Life

Focusing on problems in a distressed
market often has the effect of distracting
needed attention away from true
strengths that serve as the bedrock for
stabilization and revitalization. In the
Park Avenue area, strengths include such
visible anchors as UPMC and the YMCA.
But they also include clusters of wellmaintained residential properties with
dedicated owners and adjacent citywide
assets.

This is an obvious but too-often ignored
principle for planning in neighborhoods of
modest socioeconomic status, where the
convenience of motorists, the political
clout of absentee-owners, and other
imperatives can often result in decisions
that conflict with improving both day-today livability for residents and long-term
marketability.

We will:

We will:

Prioritize investments that are likely to make
existing assets stronger and improve the
image and marketability of areas around said
assets.

Ensure that investments in assets lead
directly or indirectly to improved quality
of life for current and future residents.

We will not:

We will not:

Chase problems or spread scarce resources
too thinly to have an impact.

Make decisions or investments that
sacrifice or degrade the livability of the
Park Avenue area.
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Communities are shaped by numerous decisions that are made by a multitude of different actors - boards,
commissions, committees, elected officials, and others. Having a set of guiding principles to inform
decision-making can help a small area like Park Avenue to know the baskets into which they should place
their eggs. The following five principles are a reflection of the economic and market context of the target
area and the reality that stabilization is a necessary precursor to any longer-term goal of neighborhood
revitalization.

Aim for Greater
Economic
Diversity

Invest With
Patience

Focus on
Outcomes

Decades of decision-making by
public and private entities have
concentrated poverty in the
Park Avenue area. Halting that
concentration by seeking greater
levels of economic diversity within
and beyond the neighborhood is a
necessary step toward stabilization
and eventual revitalization.

Realistic expectations are an
important part of successful
stabilization and revitalization
strategies. Impatience often
leads to premature withdrawal of
resources and attention before
they have an opportunity to change
market perceptions and investment
behaviors.

The patience principle requires
that outcomes – not a laundry list
of actions taken – be the basis for
setting goals and tracking. Actions
are important, but they must be
a means to achieving specific
outcomes that usually take the form
of indicators that make require years
of effort on numerous fronts to
move in the desired direction.

We will:

We will:

We will:

Distribute housing opportunities for
low-income households more evenly
in Lycoming County.

Plan for a sustained, long-term
stabilization effort that may take
a decade to yield sustainable
improvements to conditions and
livability.

Pay attention to measures
that indicate stabilization and
improvement, such as stable or
falling poverty rates, rising levels of
investment by property owners, and
lower rates of distressed property.

We will not:

We will not:

We will not:

Perpetuate high poverty rates in
the Park Avenue Target Area by
expanding the supply of incomequalified housing.

Expect modest one-off investments
to lead to lasting changes in market
perceptions and neighborhood
conditions.

Concentrate on statistics that merely
track program outputs, such as the
number of homes or apartments
rehabbed, households served, police
calls responded to, and other similar
metrics.
Section 4 | Principles
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Priorities
Priorities for Stabilization
Based on the economic context of the Park Avenue
target area and the principles for planning and
decision-making, the following five priorities have
emerged as a framework for pursuing specific
desired outcomes that relate to both the target
area and adjacent areas. On the following pages,
these outcome-focused priorities are converted into
specific action plans tied to responsible parties and
resources (or inputs).

Establish a Coalition
of Area Leaders and
Stakeholders to Pursue
Implementation
Protect and Expand
Clusters of WellMaintained Housing
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Preserve and Maintain
(but don’t Expand) Existing
Stock of Income-Qualified
Housing
Integrate UPMC with
the Urban Landscape to
Benefit Both the Hospital
and Residents
Enhance Physical
Connectivity and Sense of
Connection to Downtown
Williamsport
Section 4 | Priorities
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Action Plans
Establish a Coalition of Area
Leaders and Stakeholders to
Pursue Implementation
The last plan for Park Avenue concluded in 2007 and its ideas have been largely unrealized. This
shouldn’t happen with this plan, and people should be identified and encouraged to champion
this plan and ensure that stabilization efforts are being pursued.

1. Determine Who Should Comprise the Coalition
The success of this plan will hinge on the people who push it forward. Plans fail when
there is no one capable and willing to pick up the mantle once all the planning work is
complete. This action item was included in an effort to head this off and ensure that
there is a group of reliable and engaged people to keep Park Avenue in mind and strive
to implement the action items on the ensuing pages. This plan has already identified
community stakeholders and institutional assets within Park Avenue, and people from
both of these groups should be among the first approached to be in the coalition.
Additionally, the steering committee should continue to meet after the plan is complete
until the coalition is in place. Committee members should be identifying and reaching
out to potential coalition members.

2. Set Deadlines to Keep the Coalition Moving Forward
Creating and sticking to deadlines will be as important as the actual composition of the
coalition. It’s not enough to have a good coalition of willing and dependable people,
rather there has to be a clear set of deadlines so that the coalition can feel reasonably
confident in implementing these action items. Deadlines will be important with action
items that require the pursuit of grant funding and financial support from different City
and County stakeholders, but they will also be important in keeping the coalition on
track and holding them accountable.
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Outcomes to Seek:
• Regular meetings of engaged stakeholders and community leaders
• A shrinking list of recommended actions, as the coalition meticulously
pursues and completes them in a rational and efficient order

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

Park Avenue Plan
Steering Committee

•

•

•

Preliminary coalition
could include:
•

UPMC Susquehanna

•

Firetree Place

•

Stevens School

•

YMCA

•

Downtown

Park Avenue institutions
including but not limited to
UPMC Susquehanna and
the YMCA

Winter 2019 and
ongoing, should begin
as soon as the plan is
adopted

representatives

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

•

•

Park Avenue Plan
Coalition

Dedicate time and effort
to craft a schedule and
dates for each action item,
starting with those that
can begin immediately.

Winter 2019 and
ongoing, should begin
as soon as the plan is
adopted
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Protect and Expand
Clusters of Well-maintained
Housing
Only one-third of residential properties exhibit healthy levels of investment and
maintenance. It is imperative to keep that share from shrinking and to help it grow.
Clusters of well-maintained homes offer the best opportunities to encourage good
owners and cultivate greater levels of confidence.

3. Strategic code enforcement, compliance assistance, and owner
engagement, with a pilot effort centering around Rural and Elmira
Disinvestment in the Park Avenue area is clearly due to a combination of factors. Financial
or situational stresses are the culprit for some homeowners. And, as in any soft market,
a conscious or unconscious withholding of investment due to a lack of confidence in the
neighborhood is the culprit for others – both homeowners and landlords.
Consequently, elevating maintenance standards in this area, and in much of Williamsport,
requires a nuanced and strategic approach to code enforcement – making it a more broadly
defined system of strategies that proactively responds to different problems that need solving
and that seeks to understand whether a property owner is able but unwilling to improve their
property or willing but unable (financially, physically, etc).
In the target area, the blocks centering on Rural & Elmira offer a prime opportunity to introduce
this approach, due to the cluster of well-maintained properties, a relatively high concentration
of owner-occupants, and proximity to Brandon Park and stable neighborhoods north of Rural
Ave. Small investments of time and capital in the near-term have the potential to prevent
further decline and stimulate a virtuous investment cycle on adjacent blocks.
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Outcomes to Seek:
• Share of properties that are well-maintained increases
• Share of distressed properties falls
• Rise in number of building permits for property improvements
• Market value rises
• Rising participation in collective neighborhood improvement activities

Who?

What Resources?

When?

An interdepartmental team
including:

•

Dedicate staff time to pilot
effort

•

•

Bureau of Codes

•

•

City and County
Community
Development
personnel

Set aside CDBG and other
City resources to aid with
compliance for eligible
property owners

•

STEP’s Homes-in-Need

•

Police Department

•

PHARE Program

•

Public Works

Initiate in spring of
2019

Tools to Consider
•

Education: Many property owners simply don’t know what property maintenance standards are and why
they exist. Helping people understand what’s expected and why can boost voluntary compliance while
engaging property owners as partners in neighborhood improvement.

•

Collaborative investment: Whether the city is repaving a block, planting trees, improving a park – any
action that sends clear signals of investment to surrounding property owners – the city should view it as an
opportunity to inform and engage neighbors. If a homeowner senses progress and commitment, they will
feel better about investing their time, energy, and resources into property and neighborhood improvement.

•

Compliance assistance: Identifying the property owners who are willing but unable to comply and
finding ways to assist them is critical to helping them feel like part of the solution instead of ashamed
or penalized for not meeting standards. This is a careful process of communication and outreach that
requires involvement by community development personnel, not-for-profit housing agencies, churches,
neighborhood leaders, and police.

•

Leadership identification and cultivation: Feeling connected to one’s neighbors can instill a greater sense of
optimism and purpose, but neighborhood leaders are needed to reach out and bring people together. This
happens organically in some areas. In others, the city and its partners may need to draw out and engage
with potential leaders.
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4. Resources for Home Rehab and Repair
Part of expanded efforts to provide compliance assistance to homeowners is connecting them
with information and resources that will help them improve their properties and build equity.
Examples of resources that currently exist and could be brought to bear throughout the target
area, but especially in the pilot area around Rural & Elmira include:
•

Partnerships with local lenders to promote and help homeowners understand home
improvement loans

•

Weatherization programs to decrease utility costs and redirect those expenses to other
home improvements

•

Rehab and emergency repair resources for eligible property owners

•

Volunteer-driven home improvement activities

5. Demolition of the Most Blighted Properties
According to the April 2018 property condition survey eight (8) residential properties showed
signs of severe distress and another six (6) were very close to slipping into that category. That
means that at least 14 properties are serious drags on neighborhood livability and market
stabilization and would likely cost more to entirely rehab than they would be worth after rehab.
These are the best candidates for acquisition (via tax foreclosure, negotiated sale, or spot blight
eminent domain) and demolition.
The current capacity of the City (both financially and administratively) to negotiate the
acquisition of severely blighted structures, oversee demolition, and determine appropriate
disposition strategies for vacant lots, is limited. As with other action items in this plan, a
coalition-style approach will be needed to bring the capacities of various departments and
agencies together to determine a collaborative approach to strategic demolition – which could
involve an effort to establish a land bank.
Passage of Act 152 (a real estate transfer tax that must be earmarked to demolition) represents
a potential source of funding for demolitions. Numerous Pennsylvania counties have passed
Act 152 since 2016 to fund similar initiatives.
Lycoming County should consider establishing a land bank to acquire and/or demolish blighted
properties that pose the greatest risk to market stability and Park Avenue assets. The County
is the likely agency to establish the land bank, which would enable it to assess and address
blight throughout Lycoming County. The City and County should work together to leverage
local, State, and Federal resources to assist with land bank activity in Williamsport. Discussions
with staff at the Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic Development and with
other land banks in Pennsylvania could be helpful in establishing and using this tool.
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Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

City and County
Community
Development
personnel

•

CDBG

•

•

STEP’s Homes-in-Need

•

PHARE Program

Public Works

•

Marketing/engagement
work by local banks

•

Volunteer labor force

•

Initiate in spring 2019

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

City of Williamsport

•

•

•

Redevelopment
Authority

Estimated average cost for
acquisition and demolition,
per property: $30,000

•

Cost to acquire and
demolish 14 properties
over 5 years: $240,000

•

Funding: CDBG and City
general fund, passage of
Act 152 by
Lycoming County with
assistance as possible from
UPMC

Winter of 2019 and
ongoing, efforts to carry
this out should begin
shortly after adopting
the plan
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Preserve and Maintain (but do
not expand) Existing Stock of 		
Income-qualified Housing
Most of the subsidized affordable housing in the target area is well-maintained and
well-managed, and keeping it that way is important for the neighborhood and the
households that depend on that housing. Expanding that supply, however, risks further
concentrating poverty to the detriment of residents and the city.

6. Keep up on Maintenance and Capital Improvements to Public Housing
The Lycoming County Housing Authority has a good track record of investing in its
properties and setting a high standard in the Williamsport rental market. Continuing to
keep up with maintenance and capital improvements will ensure that the concentration
of public units in the Park Avenue area remains both a valuable housing resource for
income-qualified households and a stabilizing physical presence in the neighborhood.

7. Regional Collaboration on Affordable Housing Needs and Distribution
Due to relatively low land prices and the presence of empty lots, there may be an
inclination in the future to develop additional units of income-qualified housing in the
Park Avenue area – an inclination that would use the high percentage of cost-burdened
renters to justify the expansion. This, however, would further concentrate poverty and
work against the goal of long-term revitalization, which requires a stronger balance of
household types and income levels to support property investment and commercial
services.
Instead, the City of Williamsport and other communities in the region must be
intentional about where any additional units of income-qualified housing are being
located and the purposes they serve – recognizing that mixed-income residential
environments do a greater service to the prospects of low-income households, especially
those with children.
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Outcomes to Seek:
• Condition of income-qualified units remains high
(exterior condition and HUD inspections)
• Poverty rate stabilizes and begins to decline

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

•

•

Lycoming County
Housing Authority

Federal funds for capital
improvements and
allocations of agency
revenues

Initiate winter of 2019,
and should be ongoing

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

Lycoming County
Department of
Planning and
Community
Development

•

•

•

City of Williamsport
and other
municipalities

Staff time to coordinate
discussion and planning
around comprehensive
housing goals and
needs, especially when
new income-qualified
developments are
proposed.

Initiate winter of 2019,
and should be ongoing
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Integrate UPMC with the Urban
Landscape to Benefit Both the
Hospital and Residents
A strong hospital that successfully competes for talent and patients is a major asset for the
city. In the past, the hospital has sought to protect itself from disorder and blight through
acquisition, demolition, and parking expansion – a defensive posture that many hospitals
take but that rarely succeeds at creating a high-quality place for employees, patients, or
residents. Opportunities to create a stronger and mutually beneficial link between hospital
and community exist and should be seized.

8. Lot Improvements and Beautification
UPMC is a significant land owner in the neighborhood, and a majority of its footprint is in the form of parking
lots or parcels of empty land. The recent development of a community garden by the Salvation Army on a
hospital-owned lot (the Red Shield Community Garden) is a demonstration of how some of this space can
serve as a resource for better linking the hospital and neighborhood while improving the neighborhood’s
image and cultivating stronger community partnerships.
This type of activity should be proactively pursued by the hospital and its partners on other parcels, especially
ones with high visibility. Community food gardens that serve a public health function are an especially
good fit, but so too are rain gardens, ornamental gardens, or any other effort that beautifies while making
connections between community partners.

9. Mixed Use Development at Walnut and High
The UPMC campus is in expansion mode with the planned addition of a new trauma facility and growing
demand for new medical office space.
The medical office space, in particular, poses an opportunity for the hospital and the neighborhood in the
form of a mixed-use development that bridges the physical gap between the neighborhood’s two biggest
anchors: the hospital and the YMCA. Such a development could include the following components:
•

Medical offices, which would serve existing demand for this type of space in close proximity to the
hospital while also serving as an anchor tenant(s) and boosting the project’s financial feasibility.

•

Market-rate housing, which could be used by the hospital for corporate purposes (providing high-quality
and convenient housing to temporary or visiting staff) and provide a supply of high-quality rentals for the
wider market.

•

Ground-floor commercial space, which would cater largely to staff and visitors of the hospital while also
serving as an amenity to nearby residents.

In addition to serving specific demands for space, a development of this type would serve a symbolic function
by beginning, in a small way, to physically reconnect the hospital with the neighborhood.
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Outcomes to Seek:
• Environment including and surrounding the hospital becomes a net
positive for staff recruitment and retention
• Rising levels of pedestrian activity and safety around hospital’s
perimeter
• Hospital becomes less isolated; community-hospital interactions
become more routine, aided by mixing of land uses

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

UPMC Susquehanna

•

•

•

City of Williamsport

•

PA Department of
Health

•

PSU Master
Gardeners

•

YMCA

Funding for small capital
improvements to targeted
lots

Initiate in spring or
summer of 2019

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

UPMC Susquehanna

•

•

•

Other private
development
partners

Developer and investor
equity

•

UPMC tenancy
commitments

•

Opportunity Zone Fund (as
a potential source of gap
financing)

Initiate in late 2019
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Park Avenue’s future should
include mixed-use and quality
urban design
Mixed-use development offers many advantages over single-use buildings or districts, especially in cities where
land is often scarce and expensive. A vertical mixing of uses results in multi-story structures that are made
possible by the larger revenue streams associated with maximizing a particular site or parcel. By comparison,
the horizontal mixing of land uses combines a series of single-use buildings within an area or district. Both
types of mixed-use developments provide flexibility and can contribute to place making by bringing together
complementary uses in close proximity to one another. Consideration can also be given to including pocket parks,
plazas, and public space on an urban scale.
Benefits of mixed-use often include:
•
•
•
•

Land use flexibility;
Reduction in energy use (e.g. reduced vehicular trips);
Reduction in infrastructure costs; and
Supportive of complete streets and multi-modal efforts, such as transit, biking and walking.

Existing
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As discussed in action item #9 above, when development and re-development takes place in the Park Avenue
area it should include some form of mixing of uses. Key gateway areas like Walnut Street, Market Street, and High
Street could have both short and long-term development opportunities when it comes to uses like commercial/
retail, apartments, light industrial, and office. The mix of uses could vary from location to location based on
several factors including but not limited to traffic volumes and speeds, street configuration, typical parcel size,
existing infrastructure for walking and biking, and of-course market demand. However, regardless of location
mixed-use development must coincide with quality urban design. Urban design standards should require
buildings to create a contiguous street wall and a rhythm along the street. Buildings should engage the street
with entrances, windows, and articulated facades. Parking
should be located behind or to the side of buildings and
Existing
never placed on a corner. Mid-block is preferable. Street
trees, pedestrian level lighting and furnishings should be
part of the streetscape.

Development Concept - vertical mixed-use along Walnut Street near High Street would further develop this corridor
as a gateway to UPMC, the YMCA, and the neighborhood as a whole. In addition to serving specific demands for
key land uses, a development of this type would serve a symbolic function by beginning, in a small way, to physically
integrate the hospital with the neighborhood.
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Enhance Physical Connectivity
and Sense of Connection to
Downtown Williamsport
A strong hospital that successfully competes for talent and patients is a major asset for the
city. In the past, the hospital has sought to protect itself from disorder and blight through
acquisition, demolition, and parking expansion – a defensive posture that many hospitals
take but that rarely succeeds at creating a high-quality place for employees, patients, or
residents. Opportunities to create a stronger and mutually beneficial link between hospital
and community exist and should be seized.

10.

Improve Little League Boulevard

The name of this street evokes a point of pride in the community, but the street itself represents a physical
and visual barrier between the Park Avenue area and downtown Williamsport.
Specifically, the chain link fences that, on both sides of the street, should be removed to alleviate some of the
physical barriers on the street. Pedestrian-level lighting and improved pedestrian and bicycle facilities would
also better connect the Park Avenue area with Downtown to the south.

11.

Align Streetscape and Other Infrastructure Improvements with Targeted
Building Rehabilitation Projects

There are several significant streets that have undergone recent streetscape improvements in the Park
Avenue area, including Walnut Street and High Street. As gateway streets the City should continue to
maintain these to a high standard. Future streetscape and other infrastructure improvements in the area
should be aligned with building rehab programs and private sector investments.
Public sector infrastructure improvements should be coupled with the pursuit of rehabilitation of homes and
buildings in the neighborhood. This targeted investment approach will help to leverage public investments to
spur private sector investment and development.

12.

Adopt Urban Design Standards

Design standards will help to ensure that future development and redevelopment improves the quality of the
urban built environment by embracing the public realm, promoting walkability and bikeability, and creating an
attractive and consistent building street wall.
Design standards should address building characteristics such as placement, scale and mass, and architectural
composition. They should also address the location of parking and landscape design.
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Outcomes to Seek:
• Pedestrian safety and activity rises within the Park
Avenue
• Little League Boulevard becomes less of a visual and
physical barrier

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

PennDOT

•

PennDOT

•

•

City of Williamsport

•

City of Williamsport

Initiate after adoption,
(there are existing
planned efforts for
Little League Boulevard
currently being made)

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

PennDOT

•

PennDOT

•

•

City of Williamsport

•

City of Williamsport

Ongoing, this action
item should be
considered during any
Park Avenue physical
improvement projects

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

City of Williamsport

•

•

•

Code Enforcement
Officer

Support from City’s Code
Enforcement Officer and
local elected officials

Initiate early 2019,
these should ideally
be in place before new
development occurs
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13.

Develop a Mixed Use Zoning District and Apply it to Key Areas

The benefits of mixed use development are numerous and outlined on pages 51-52, and there has been
a wide range of support for increased mixed use development in the Park Avenue area from the project’s
steering committee, stakeholders, and members of the community.
There are two key locations within the Park Avenue area that would benefit from mixed use zoning. The first
location is at Walnut Street and Park Avenue near the hospital. This area is discussed on pages 51 and 52.
The second location is on Park Avenue where its currently zoned ML District and includes the vacant Trimtex
building. Mixed use districts should include a mix of uses such as light industrial, office, commercial/retail,
urban lofts and apartments, and other compatible uses. Urban design standards should also apply to any new
Mixed Use district. Rezoning these area to mixed use could help to facilitate the reuse and/or re-purpose of
underutilized or vacant properties and buildings.

14.

Update the Citywide Zoning Code

Williamsport has not undergone a full zoning code update since 2003, and it’s time for the City to update
and improve its code in response to existing market conditions and current best practices. The code should
be a user-friendly document that streamlines an intuitive and efficient development review process. Parking
standards should be adjusted and reduced to better encourage walkability, bikeability, and pedestrian-level
facilities. Quality urban design should be expected throughout the city.
A lot has changed since 2003, and the markets have adjusted to reflect that. Young people and older people
alike are showcasing an increased desire to live in urban areas and the zoning code should encourage and
support this desire.
Recommendations 12 and 13 should also coincide with a full code update to make the process more efficient
and holistic. If, however, Williamsport does not choose to pursue a full code update in the near-term, then
recommendations 12 and 13 should be carried out independently.
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Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

City of Williamsport

•

City of Williamsport

•

•

Code Enforcement
Officer

•

Support from City’s Code
Enforcement Officer and
local elected officials

•

Approximately $20,000
for assistance from
urban planning / design
consultant.

Initiate in 2019,
this should be in
place before new
development occurs at
either identified location

Who?

What Resources?

When?

•

City of Williamsport

•

City of Williamsport

•

•

Code Enforcement
Officer

•

Support from City’s Code
Enforcement Officer and
local elected officials

•

It will cost approximately
$100,000 for the City to
undergo a full update to
the Zoning Code

Initiate in Fall 2019 or
early in 2020
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The path toward revitalization
Neighborhoods eager to revitalize often pursue projects and increase services to achieve quick and
tangible outcomes, but oftentimes this will not lead to widespread changes representative of revitalized
neighborhoods. This is not always a poor strategy, but this plan has identified and examined challenges
and existing conditions that would make it a poor strategy for Park Avenue.
Park Avenue should pursue growth from the inside out and should target a logical location for mixed
use development. The corner of Walnut Street and High Street is an ideal location to pursue a mixed use
project that will serve as the catalyst for growth in Park Avenue. Its location could allow for a wide mix of
medical office, retail, and residential uses, and there is vacant land on the corner of that intersection on
which to pursue this project.

Stabilization

0-5 years
The focus is stabilization consisting of...
•
•

•

57

Stemming blight, targeting code enforcement, and
investing in the existing building stock.
If demand exists for medical office, retail, and
market-rate rentals near UPMC , then this should be
done in a mixed use walkable development near the
intersection of Walnut Street and High Street.
Buildings should engage the streets and parking
should be mid-block and/or behind the buildings.
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5-10 years
Stabilization is successful and market demand is
growing...
•

The initial mixed use development at Walnut Street
and High Street is successful and demand for
additional mixed use development is evident.

•

Growth is now starting to move from the inside out,
toward other vacant properties near the Walnut
Street and High Street catalyst project.

•

Streetscape projects and other public investments
coincide with development projects.

Park Avenue can reach revitalization, but it will not happen overnight. Stabilization before revitalization is
the most important takeaway from this plan, and the principles, priorities, and actions need to be pursued
before Park Avenue can change for the better. If hard work and effort from the coalition can combine with
existing and potential future market conditions and demands, then Park Avenue will experience some
positive change and growth in the long run.

Revitalization

10-15 years

15+ years

The market is showing significant signs of strength.
Demand for housing is growing.

Park Avenue is now showing multiple signs of
revitalization...

•

Market rate residential development is starting to
occur, and poverty starts to decrease significantly.

•

The housing vacancy rate continues to decline and is
approaching 5%.

•

Demand for commercial, office, and rental
units continues to increase and the rest of the
intersection of Walnut Street and High Street
is developing, including a parking structure
compensating for the redevelopment of surface
parking.

•

Change in median home value grows and is
outperforming inflation, leading to infill residential
development including a mix of single family homes
and market-rate rental properties.
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